
REMOTE ORDERING OPTIONS

SUPERLIFT

SPECIFICATIONS
Superlift
Frequency - 433Mhz
Buttons - 4
Battery - CR2032

Art ID:

SDO-5

COMPATIBLE WITH

RECEIVER COMPATIBILITY
•   Suits Models:
SDO-5 SuperLift Garage remote is suitable for most Superlift 
garage motors as well as 4 button “Airport”, 4 button “Avanti” 
& 4 button ”Centurion” Garage remotes. 

Remote Programming Steps

Whilst every effort has been made to ensure the accuracy of the information supplied 
herein, we assume no liability for any errors or omissions. Information contained in this 

document is subject to change without prior notice.
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Programming Remotes to Receiver 

1. Press the learn button once and immediately release (A light 
on the motor will illuminate)

2. Press the button on the new remote you wish to operate the 
door once (The light on the motor will extinguish)

3. Press the same button on the new remote a second time (the 
light on the motor will begin to flash rapidly)

4. Once the light stops flashing, press the button on the new 
remote a third time and it will operate the door

5. If the remote did not successfully code to the motor and you 
only get a continuous flashing light on the motor, you may 
have held the learn button down too long. Open and close 
the door four times using an existing remote and try code in 
the new remote again

Deleting All Remotes from Receiver 

1. To delete codes from the reciver press and hold the “Code” 
button for approx. 6 seconds. (A “C” will display on the LED 
screen indicating all transmitter codes have been deleted)

SLEUROTX

Art ID:

SGT080

SPECIFICATIONS
>>>SGT
Frequency - 433Mhz 
Buttons - 4
Battery - LR27A

A

SPECIFICATIONS
Chamberlain
Frequency - Multiple
Buttons - 2
Battery - CR2032

Art ID:

MC100AML

AP-TX4
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See page 13-14


